
【Without Lunch】Lunch and admission fee to temples not included.

【Lunch Included】Includes lunch (restaurant for S Plan and A Plan are different) and admission fee to temples (Kiyomizu-dera & Kinkaku-ji)

※Any additional cost would be at your own expense.

※Meeting time is 8：20 at Umeda, 8：50 at Namba, and 9:05 at Kyoto station.

※Bus will leave according to the schedule, and will not wait for late arrivals. 

※Smoking is not allowed in the bus. Thank you for your cooperation.

※Itinerary is subject to change depending on the weather, traffic conditions, etc.

※Customers depart from Kyoto station will travel to Inari station by JR train with our Tour Guide. 

※From Inari station to Fushimi-Inari-Taisha by walking and will be conducted by with our tour guide. (5 mins walking distance)

※You might transfer from Fushimi Inari Shrine-> Kiyomizudera by taxi. Especially in high season like New Year, Cherry Blossom, Autumn.

※Customers who wish to be dropped off at Kyoto, the tour will end in the last sightseeing spot, Arashiyama.

※Guide will explain the route from the sightseeing spot to JR Saga Arashiyama. Customers will go back by themselves to JR Kyoto station.

※Guide will hand customers the train ticket from JR Saga Arashiyama to JR Kyoto station. (17 minutes train rides)

Fushimi Inari Taisha
Fushimi Inari Taisha is the head shrine for some 30,000 Inari shrines across the country.

It is especially famous for its seemingly endless vermilion torii (1,000 shrine gates).

Since old days, Fushimi-Inari has been well-known as a guardian deity of agriculture.

It is also famous for prosperity in business and family security.

※Admission: Free

Kiyomizudera （UNESCO World Cultural Heritage）
Kiyomizudera (the temple of clear water) was named after Otowa Waterfall which is said

to be good for your longevity, health, and study if you drink. This temple is famous for 

the cherry blossoms in spring and fall foliage in autumn.

※Admission Fee: Adult 400yen Child 200yen

Kinkakuji (UNESCO World Cultural Heritage）
Kinkaku, a pagoda made to house the sacred relics of the Buddha, has given this temple

the popular name of Kinkaku-ji (Temple of the Golden Pavilion). But the official name of 

this branch temple of the Rinzai sect Zen temple of Shôkoku-ji is Rokuon-ji. 

※Admission Fee: Adult 500yen Child 300yen

Arashiyama
Arashiyama is notable for its view of cherry blossoms, Autumn leaves and the bridge

"Togetsukyo", which spans across Katsura river and one of the landmark of Arashiyama.

The most highly recommended spot is the Sagano Bamboo Forest! 

Emergency call center +81-6-6131-5340
※The emergency call center is available for contact 30 minutes before the departure time until 6:30 PM(JST)

Kyoto Station
17：40 ETA

Umeda
19：15 ETA

Namba
18:30 ETA

<< Points of Tour Interest >>

→

Fushimi Inari Taisha
10：00 ～ 11：20

Kiyomizudera (lunch)
11：50 ～ 13：30

Kinkakuji
14：10 ～ 14：55

Arashiyama
15：30 ～ 16：50

 Kyoto
JR Kyoto station

9：05 Meet　9：15 Dep.

Namba
Namba OCAT 1F

8:50 Meet 9:00 Dep.

Umeda
Hearton Hotel Nishi-Umeda 1F Lobby

8:20 Meet 8:30 Dep.
→

→ → →

 Detailed Itinerary
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1001 Kyoto Highlights One Day Bus Tour

Apr.2023 ～ Dec.2023


